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GP 506 / The Guard Post 
 

   
 
 
Synopsis 
The director from R-Point returns with new military horror GP 506. Strange murder case 
occurred in an isolated Guard Post (GP) on the South side of the DMZ. All of squad soldiers from 
GP 506 were killed except one soldier. Every body were cruelly crashed or cut off at their neck. 
The only survivor is in coma and the case goes into mystery. A military investigator (Chun Ho-jin) 
is dispatched. And he is facing a strange virus that makes soldiers become zombie, as the bunker 
post is being once more isolated by the night and the bad weather. The mystery goes more 
complicated as they discover another survivor, identified as the GP chief and the son of a high 
ranked general, who refuses to speak. They realise he is not who he says he is, and slowly they 
uncover the terrible slaughter which had happened after the outspread of the strange virus. It 
makes men become wildly violent and lose the memory of their acts. But soon the investigator’s 
team itself is victim of the virus… (Source: KOFIC)  
 
Data sheet 
Director: KONG Su-chang (공수창 / 孔水昌) 
Main Cast: CHUN Ho-jin, CHO Hyun-jae  
Release Date: APR 03 2008 
Genre: Horror 
 
Production: Bokko Pictures inc. 
Executive Producer: KONG Su-chang 
Screenplay: FILL Young-Woo – orignal story by KONG Su-chang 
Cinematography: KIM Sung-hwan 
Editing: SHIN Min-kyung 
Lighting: YOON Dong-woo 
Music: CHOI Seung-hyun 
Art Director: CHANG Chun-sup 
 
Production Budget: US$6.5M  
Distribution: Showbox/Mediaplex, Inc. 
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120 mn, 35mm, Color  
Rate: Over 18 
Box-office results: 949,870 nationwide (8th position) (May 2008 estimate).
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